
 
  
Hello Coaches & Coordinators, 
  
It was wonderful to have such an enthusiastic turnout at Coaches Training on 
October 24th!  A big "Thank you!" to Wake Tech and Christine Bonin for hosting 
this event! 
  
We have gathered the materials from Coaches Training and most of them are 
posted online at our web site: www.ncome.org.  Take advantage of this to read up 
on anything you might have missed. 
  
Your Eastern region board hosted a great Skills Fair workshop on Nov 7th.  It was 
fun to see so many excited kids that were interested in all the sessions and skills 
we were teaching.  Unfortunately, we were overrun with folks who did not register 
in advance.  This makes it very difficult for us as organizers to have materials and 
facilities to support you.  I'm sorry we don't always have teachers or resources to 
allow unlimited or drop-in enrollment.  Please forward suggestions to us and make 
sure to volunteer to help next year!  The materials and handouts from this 
workshop are posted on our web site.  Remember - teach skills! 
  
Please forward this email to anyone who should receive it!  Folks can add their own 
emails to our list by clicking the link at www.ncome.org!  
  
Take advantage of the WIKI for great information.  Take advantage of our new 
BUDDY COACH program - enroll at the web site! 
  
Something to plan to do:  
  
Hold the DATE!  Plan to attend the SPONTANEOUS FAIR on January 23, 
2016.  Registration is not yet open, but it will be coming soon.  There will be two 



fairs - morning and afternoon.  They will be identical, so figure out when best suits 
your team.  We do have limited capacity - because of limited numbers of 
presenters. (Can you present a spontaneous problem?  Email me!)  We cannot allow 
drop-in registration for this event. 
  
 
Something to do NOW:  
  
 
TOURNAMENT REGISTRATION IS OPEN!  Everyone will need to register their 
team for the REGIONAL TOURNAMENT!!  Early bird discount ends December 
19th! 
  
Here is what you'll need: 
  
To register your team, you will go through the MEMBER area 
at www.odysseyofthemind.com.  You will need your membership number and zip 
code to sign in to the member area.  Try it now!  When you do, you will see 
"Tournament Registration" in the list on the left.  Make sure you select the 
correct PROBLEM and DIVISION and that you register for the EASTERN 
REGION tournament!  Remember that this year we have TWO tournaments: 
Primary (K-2) is one, and Div 1, 2 and 3 is the other. 
  
You will need your own and your coordinator's contact information (email and 
phone) and all of your kids names and ages to complete the registration. 
  
It is also a requirement that EACH team (including PRIMARY) provide a 
tournament "volunteer" and a tournament "judge" to us.  The volunteer and judge 
are "nominated" by you from the MEMBER area!  When you "nominate" them by 
entering their contact information (email), then an "invitation" email is sent out to 
them with the link they can use to register.  They must REGISTER (and credit 
your team using your membership number and problem number)!  This is open and 
the nomination link is available at www.ncome.org!  Feel free to nominate extra 
persons! 
  
"Registered" volunteers will be able (eventually) to pick one of several three hour 



time slots on tournament day.  This year we will have opportunities on both Feb 
20th and March 5th.  (The "time slot" selection is done much later - nearer the 
tournament day after the schedule is announced.)  Volunteers can pick a time that 
will allow them to watch their child's performance.  Parents often volunteer to be 
the "volunteer".   
  
The judge that is sponsored by your team should be someone who loves kids.  We 
have a day of training on February 20th that all judges MUST attend to become 
certified as a judge.  ALL judges are needed on March 5th for the Div 1, 2 and 3 
tournament - even if sponsored by a K-2 team.  This requirement is no different 
from prior years. 
  
Training is from about 8:30 to 4:00. (We provide a WONDERFUL lunch!)  The 
PRIMARY tournament will become part of the judges training.  To be fair to the 
kids, we must have fully trained, certified judges!  Judges will be assigned to a 
group of judges that will be responsible for one problem and one or two 
divisions.  They will be trained on that specific problem and will form part of a 10 
person judging team that will see ALL teams in that problem and division.   
  
We must have the same judges ALL DAY on March 5th, tournament day - again, 
this is in fairness to the kids.  For this reason, judges are not allowed to leave, and 
will not be able to see any outside team perform.  However, they, of course, will be 
able to see the performances later (Thank you video...) - and will be able to attend 
the awards ceremony with anyone they like!  Our judges have a great time 
witnessing some astonishing performances and talking with some very excited and 
proud teams!  It is very rewarding to help congratulate all the teams on their 
wonderful solutions! 
  
  Dates  
     Spontanous Fair: January 23rd, 2016. 
     Early bird discount special for  
     Tournament Registration  Payment In Hand by  Saturday,   December 19, 2015 
($85)  
                                                           Note:    Primary Teams are always $25.  
                                     Absolute Final Date:    January 23, 2016 ($105)  Ouch!  
     Spontaneous Fairs:    Saturday, January 23, 2016  1st: 8:00AM,  2nd: 12:00PM 



     Judges Training and Primary (K-2) Tournament: Saturday, February 20, 2016 
     Regional Div 1, 2 and 3 Tournament: Saturday, March 5, 2016. 
  
Let us know if you have questions. 
NCOM Eastern Region web site:   www.ncome.org  
             NCOM State web site:     www.ncom.org 
  
Salutations to all Problem Solvers! 
  
Thanks again,  
Tom Hansen  
NCOM - Eastern Region 
(919) 522-0254  
  
 (Want to be removed from our mailing list? Return an email stating so and it shall 
be done.) 
	


